
MINUTES 

6300 CLAYTON AVENUE  

TAX INCREMENT FINANCING COMMISSION 

OF THE CITY OF ST. LOUIS 

REGULAR MEETING - REGULAR SESSION 

1520 MARKET ST., STE. 2000 

BOARD ROOM 

Wednesday May 31, 2017 @ 8:00 AM 

BOARD MEMBERS 

PRESENT: David Newburger (Chair)  

Phillip Klevorn 

Christina Bennett  

Eric Young (via telephone) 

Gail Brown  

Angela Banks (School Board)  

Dr. Douglass Petty Ph. D. (School Board) 

Patrick Dougherty (Taxing District)  

BOARD MEMBERS 

ABSENT: Sheila Hudson 

STAFF PRESENT: Dale Ruthsatz, Bryan Robinson, Jo Ann LeGard, 

Zachary Wilson, Jon Ferry, Ivie Clay; Vladimir Monroe 

and Howard Hayes (M/WBE Compliance); Mark 

Spykerman and Mark Grimm (Special Counsel to 

SLDC); David Donald (Assessors Office)  

MAYOR’S OFFICE: Otis Williams 

COMPTROLLER’S OFFICE: James Garavaglia, Michael Hernton, Lisa Harmon, 

Denise Peeples, Ryan Coleman, Kelley Anderson 

SLATE: Michael Holmes, CJ Wen 

COUNSEL PRESENT: David Meyer, Leslye Mitchell-Yancey 

GUESTS PRESENT: Alderman Scott Ogilvie, Alderman Dan Guenther, Joy 

Boyd, Taylor Franklin, David Richardson, Dennis Shaw, 

David Cook, Michael Frams, Taylor Franklin, Charles 

Benn, Joy Boyd, Marthia Buford, Joann Crump, Randy 

Crump, Patrick Eckelkamp, Brad Richey, Jeff Zoe, 

Stephanie Meyer, Maria Altman, Jacob Barker, Gerry 

Connolly, Earl Strauther 

CALL TO ORDER 

A quorum being present, Chair Newburger called the meeting to order at 10:00 a.m.  
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APPROVAL OF MINUTES  

 

A motion to approve the minutes from April 27, 2017 for Municipal Court Building was made by Chair 

Newberger, seconded by Commissioner Brown and the motion passed by roll call vote with all 

Commissioners present (David Newburger, Christina Bennett, Eric Young, Gail Brown, Angela Banks, Dr. 

Petty, Phillip Klevorn, Patrick Dougherty) voting Aye.  

 

RESOLUTION NO. 17-TIFC-392 - RESOLUTION APPROVING THE 6300 CLAYTON AVENUE TIF 

REDEVELOPMENT PLAN, DESIGNATING THE 6300 CLAYTON AVENUE REDEVELOPMENT 

AREA, APPROVING THE REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT DESCRIBED IN THE PLAN AND 

EXPRESSING THE COMMISSION'S RECOMMENDATION TO THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN OF 

THE CITY OF ST. LOUIS WITH RESPECT TO SAID PLAN, AREA AND REDEVELOPMENT 

PROJECT (352-156) (Dale Ruthsatz) 

 

Dale Ruthsatz introduced the resolution.  He reviewed the notice sent out to all interested parties and added 

that no comments had been received. 

 

David Richardson on behalf of the redeveloper, Pearl Real Estate Companies, provided a review of the 

project, including the site conditions demonstrating blight.  The project includes 89 one-bedroom and 11 

two-bedroom apartments with commercial space on the first floor.  He reported the local neighborhood 

association voted 54 in favor, 23 against, and the major concern residents expressed was with parking and 

the quality of materials.  He reported that the Board of Adjustment has already provided variances for height 

and density via unanimous approval, and no opposition was presented at the Board of Adjustment. 

 

Mr. Richardson noted that the neighborhood lacks residential developments of this nature and has been 

losing population.  Retail portion will offer services and goods not presently available in the neighborhood.  

Structured parking and infrastructure improvements are the primary basis for the TIF request.  He reviewed 

the cost-benefit analysis and the benefits to the City over the 23-year life of the financing.  He reported that 

Raineri Construction has been chosen as general contractor, though no contract has been signed yet. 

 

Mr. Richardson reviewed a timeline showing June or July financing, August acquisition and financing, 

construction commencement, and October 2018 completion. 

 

Dr. Petty asked if the project would continue if the City declined to provide tax increment financing.  Mr. 

Richardson responded that the redeveloper would not close on acquisition and more forward without this 

element of financing in place.  Dr. Petty asked if the project was reduced in scope and thus required less 

public infrastructure, would they be able to go forward then, because they have financing for some of the 

project.  Mr. Richardson responded that the project is designed to have all the financing components in 

place.  If the financing changed because there was no TIF, they would have to go back to the beginning and 

would generate a different project if one were to take place at all. 

 

Commissioner Klevorn asked about the driving factors that increased the cost by $3.8 million that the 

redeveloper has indicated generates the need for the TIF.  Mr. Richardson responded that parking demanded 

by the neighborhood on the small site (requiring below grade parking) is the main factor.  Commissioner 

Brown noted that the parking expense and the TIF valuation appear to be equal.  Ms. Brown also noted that 

there appears to be no affordable housing component in this project, and Mr. Richardson confirmed, adding 

that parking will be incorporated into the rent for the residential portion and included in the commercial 

portion for patrons. 
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Chair Newburger asked if the developer would keep the property, and Mr. Richardson confirmed that would 

be the case.  Commissioner Bennett indicated the market study was helpful, but questioned why a potential 

tenant would choose this location when other locations with more market amenities are available.  She 

noted that the area has limited affordable housing, and that addition to a potentially already saturated 

mortgage segment did not appear to be serving a need.  The TIF appears to be simply a subsidy to the 

parking garage.  Mr. Richardson indicated that there is no recently developed market rate rental housing in 

Dogtown and the market study supports the development of this project.  LIHTC projects come with 

significant uncertainty.  By increasing the density and population, the project would enhance the area and 

is consistent with the direction of the neighborhood. 

 

Commissioner Bennett asked about MBE/WBE information from the developer’s Indianapolis projects.  

She also asked why the City has not required an expedited payback with excess cash flow recapture, and 

Mr. Richardson responded that the clawback process addresses this in part.  He indicated that the banks 

providing financing would not accept this contingency, because they are situated differently with hard cash 

in the deal and more risk.  The City’s risk is limited to deferred revenues rather than cash at risk.  Ms. 

Bennett asked about the payoff time for prior TIFs.  Mr. Ruthsatz asked about projects that had concluded.  

Only two have been paid off to date and the payoff schedules are not readily accessible. 

 

Alderman Ogilvie spoke in favor of the project because the risk remains that no development could take 

place.  Many have considered the project and none have progressed.  At this point, the project has moved 

through neighborhood approvals and the customizing of the project to respond to the requirements has 

generated cost.  The Alderman noted that a newer building is missing him the neighborhood and this would 

fulfill that need.  He added that the project has been reviewed and analyzed by SLDC and performed well.  

He noted that the Cortona project has a waiting list and demand is present for the building, so the market is 

not saturated.  He also added that the project scores well under SLDC methodology because the return is 

very reasonable for the redeveloper.  Presently the site is generating $3500 per year and it will be a benefit 

to the City, school district, and any other taxing authorities. 

 

Commissioner Brown asked about the possibility to fund affordable housing, and Alderman Ogilvie 

responded that the project will not proceed if LIHTC or other subsidies become necessary to support the 

project at a lower rental range.  Mr. Williams reviewed the City’s recent history with LIHTC projects and 

that the neighborhood probably is already generally affordable based on sale and rental information.  It is 

also not eligible for LIHTC projects. 

 

Commissioner Bennett inquired about the diversity of the neighborhood.   She also noted that areas of the 

Hill were redeveloped without a TIF subsidy.  Alderman Ogilvie responded that the commercial component 

and the apartment and density are enhancements that the Hill did not have, and the sale price of the property 

make single family construction cost prohibitive.  Mr. Williams added that the project was consistent with 

the urban design favored by the City. 

 

Howard Hayes provided a summary of research on Raineri Construction’s MBE/WBE compliance.  The 

history supports a positive recommendation. 

 

Michael Holmes reported his investigation of the redeveloper’s projects in Indianapolis.  He had very little 

information because the projects were too long ago.  SLATE has had no jurisdiction over any Raineri 

projects to date.  SLATE has meet with the redeveloper and Raineri to discuss compliance for employment.  

He indicated his office is not opposed to moving ahead. 

 

Mark Spykerman, SLDC special counsel, provided a summary of the SLDC analysis of compliance with 

the TIF act and policies.  Jon Ferry on behalf of SLDC also provided a summary of his fiscal analysis.  He 

concluded that based on the data, the project would not happen without the incentive.  He reviewed the tax 
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revenues that would be generated and the amounts that would be provided to the redeveloper and the net 

new revenues.  He reviewed a new component of his analysis, regarding opportunity cost for the site.  The 

project will generate more revenue than costs incurred within approximately two years. 

 

Commissioner Banks asked whether analysis has taken place regarding completed TIF projects to see if 

projections are matching actual results.  Mr. Ferry indicated that projects have not been completed since 

the present models have been used.  He added that his models are conservative because they are based on 

projections. 

 

Brad Richey from Pearl Real Estate Companies responded to Commissioner Brown’s question regarding 

impact on the City of Indianapolis of the redeveloper’s prior projects.  He explained the nature of the 

projects and the City’s support.  One project site was owned by the City and the redeveloper responded to 

a City-issued RFP.  However, he indicated that no specific tracking was required because no TIFs were 

involved. 

 

The Chair next invited comments from the public.  David Cook, president of USFC Local 655, representing 

grocery employees, appeared.  He indicated he is opposed to the TIF because its nature as public subsidy 

without a commitment to create quality jobs concerns the union.  He would like to see a commitment from 

the redeveloper to mandate that any grocer tenant must meet labor requirements for the community.  

Commissioner Bennett asked about the history of TIF projects that involved grocery stores.  Mr. Cook 

summarized recent historic results. 

 

Gerry Connolly spoke on behalf of Team TIF, noting that a larger planning component was not addressed 

in the analysis of this project.  North and southeast portions of the City are not seeing the focus of 

development dollars.  The recent development incentive studies reflected developer dollars are regularly 

going to the same areas in the central corridor and south.  He expressed ongoing concerns with transparency.  

Mr. Williams indicated that a Citywide plan is being sought and an RFP has been drafted, and as soon as 

resources are available the plan will be underway.  He also noted that the Commission should not lose sight 

of the fact that the project under consideration will generate additional incremental revenues, and added 

that just because TIF is not used in north and southeastern sections of the City does not mean that no 

development or developer tools are being used.  Dispersal of affordable housing units was also discussed. 

 

Following upon on Mr. Connolly’s points, Alderman Ogilvie recounted the history of the property and that 

the project is confident with what planning should support for a development.  He acknowledged that the 

analysis and planning is necessary on a city-wide basis, but that the project as presented is consistent with 

what that planning process would result in because the neighborhood input that has been incorporated 

indicates this project is consistent with what should be supported. 

 

Mr. Williams indicated the Mayor’s office supports the project. 

 

Mr. Herndon indicated that the Comptroller’s office has no objection to the project moving forward. 

 

With no other testimony from the public or staff, the Chair declared the public hearing concluded at 11:52 

A.M. 

 

Dr. Petty requested SLDC commit the equity in the TIF projects.  Mr. Williams responded that a TIF project 

is welcome any location in the City, but the marketplace must exist to support a project’s success and a 

developer has to be willing to undertake and finance a project because the tools available fill gaps, not all 

financing required.  Commissioner Bennett asked if there is a list of developers who do not seek corporate 

welfare.  Mr. Williams responded that some developers do not request those types of subsidies. 
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Chair Newburger moved to approve the resolution.  Commissioner Bennett seconded.  The motion passed 

by roll call vote with all Commissioners present (Newburger, Klevorn, Bennett, Brown, Banks, Dougherty) 

voting yes and Petty abstaining.  Commissioner Young did not vote. 

NEXT MEETING 

The next meeting is scheduled for July 12, 2017 at 8:00 A.M.  

ADJOURNMENT 

With no further business, the Chair adjourned the meeting at 11:59 A.M. 

David Newburger, Chair 

Otis Williams, Executive Director 
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